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$1. INTRODUCIION 
LET A be the mod 2 Steenrod algebra and x : A -+ A the canonical antiautomorphism. We 
adopt the notation suggested by Frank Adams, namely, if Y is a spectrum, Y,(X) and 
Y“(X), for a space X, denotes its q-homology and cohomology groups with respect to Y. 
Let H be the spectrum whose qth term is an Eilenberg MacLane space of type (Z, , q). 
Let M(k), k 2 0, be the module over A defined by 
M(k) = A/A{x(Sq’) 1 i > k}. 
The main result of this paper is: 
THEOREM I. 1. There is a spectrum B(k) satisfying: 
(i) H*(B(k)) z M(k) as A modules. 
(ii) If u : B(k) -+ H is the map representing 1 E M(k), 
a* : W),(X) -+ H,(X) 
is an epimorphism for any C W complex X and q < 2k + 2. 
COROLLARY I .2. If M is a compact n-manifold. M is B( [n/2]) orientable in the sense that 
if v is the norm& bundle of M embedded in R”+k (k large) and T(v) is its Thorn space, then 
there is u Thorn class (I E B([n/2])‘( T( v)) which when restricted to ajbre Sk giues the generator 
of B([n/2])k(Sk) z 2, . 
Proof. Recall M + is an n + k S-dual of T(v). Hence, by Alexander duality and 
(l.l(ii)), 
@[nl2l)‘(T(v)) --t H’(T(b*)) 
is an epimorphism. (1.2) now follows by pulling back the Thorn class in Hk(T(v)). 
Remark. Suppose V E H”( T( v)) is the Thorn class. {a E A 1 aV = 0 for all n-manifolds M} 
is the ideal A{X(Sq’)lZi > n}. Hence, in some sense, B[n/2] is the smallest spectrum with 
respect to which all n-manifolds are orientable. 
A straight-forward calculation shows: 
7 This work was carried out while the first named author was a visitor to Centro de Investigation y de 
Estudios Avanzados Mexico, and subsequently, while both authors were supported by NSF GP 21510. 
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THEOREM 1.3. {x(Sq’) 1 S,’ is admissible, I = (i,, . , i,) and i, 5 k) is an additire basis 
for M(k). M(k), = 0 for q > 2k - r(k), where r(k) is the number of ones in the dyadic expan- 
sion of k. 
From (1.3) we see that we may choose B(k)2, to be a finite CW complex and B(k), = 
Sq-2kf?(k)zk for q > 2k. Let Zk be a t S-dual of B(k)?, for some large t and let T(n) be the 
spectrum defined by 
T(n), = SrZ[.,Z] 
where r = q + n - t + 2[n,‘2]. 
THEOREM 1.4. T(n) satisfies. 
(i) T(n) is a(n) - 1 connected. 
(ii) H,(T(n)) = Z, , q = n 
= 0, q > n. 
(iii) If X is a C W complex and c E H,(X), there exists u map f: T(n)i + S’X, for some 
I, such thatf, : H,(T(n)) -+ H,(X) maps the generator into c. 
Remark. (1.4) is a strong form of the well known theorem that if a E A,_i and i < a(n), 
then u : H’(X) -+ H”(X) is zero. 
Proof of (1.4). We may assume X is a finite C W complex. Let X* be a t S-dual of X. 
Take f to be an S-dual of a map representing an element of B([nj2])‘-q(X*) which maps into 
the Alexander dual of c in Hteq(X*). (i) follows from (1.3) and (ii) is obvious. 
Probably the above results also hold for odd primes but we have not checked through 
the details. 
In constructing the spectrum B(k) we sometimes consider spectra and modules over A 
in slightly obscure ways. The obscurity comes about from having infinitely many generators. 
Since the important part of B(k) is in dimensions 0 to 2k we could truncate everything so that 
our arguments make perfectly good sense. 
The organization of this paper is as follows: 
The sections are ordered so as to successively introduce the steps in the proof of (1.1). 
Unfortunately, this ordering is not very illuminating with respect to motivation. We con- 
struct B(k) by building a generalized Postnikov tower for it but we build this tower in a 
rather indirect way. In 96 we describe a duality functor x from spectra to spectra which 
extends x : A + A (viewing A as maps of H to itself). Applying x to a Postnikov tower yields 
a sort of dual tower and it is this which we first construct for B(k). The operation x has an 
analogue “-” on A-modules which is described in 92. Its relation to x is: 
H*(x(Y)) = H*(Y) 
for some spectra Y. In §2 we construct a free acyclic resolution of M(k) by first constructing 
“ - ” of such a resolution. In $3 we construct Eilenberg MacLane spectra realizing this 
dual resolution. In $4 we use the homology operations Qi to prove a curious lemma. In $5 
we construct the dual tower and in 97 we construct B(k). 
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92.ALCEBFtAIC PRELIIMINARJES 
Let x be the free associative algebra over Z2 with unit generated by %i, i = - 1. 0, 1, 
3 _... module the relations: If 2k < I, 
(2.1) 
Let A be the quotient of K by the left ideal generated by I._,. A is the algebra described in 
[I]. In [I] it is shown that: 
LEMMA 2.2. {i.i, i.i1 . . . l.il / 0 s i, , 2i, 2 ii+ 1} is an additive basis for A. 
If Z = (i1, i,, il), let J1 = Ji, JiJ ... E.i,. We say that ll.1 is admissible if it is as in (2.2). 
We grade A by dim i.i = -ii. 
Let A @ A be the tensor product as algebras. We denote a @ p by up. 
Let 6 : A 0 A -+ A 0 A be the A-linear map defined by 
6/l = 1 sq’+‘/l, 11 ( is-1 ) 
where p E A. 
LEMMA 2.3. 66 = 0. 
Proof. It is sufficient to show that 1 Sqif’Sqic’ li”_j = 0. Using (2.1) one may express 
this as a sum 
2zjaij 0 E.iAj. 
One easily calculates that the aij’s are the Adem relations. 
If Z= (il, . . , il) and I’ = (ii, . . . , i;) let I > I’ if ij = ij for 1 =< t < j and i, > il. Let 
l(i,, i,, . . . , il) = 1. Let 1 = 1, where Z = ( ). 
LEMMA 2.4. For any I which is not admissible, 
I., = c llIj 
where E$, is admissible and Ij > I. 
Proof. (2.4) follows by induction of f(Z) and (2.1). 
Let J, be the left ideal of A generated by I., , A,, . . . j.k_l. (2.2) and (2.4) yield 
LEMMA 2.5. A @ J, is a subcomplex of {A @ A, S} and {I_,1 I = (iI, . . . , ir) with Z admis- 
sible, I > 0 and i, < k} is an additive basis for J, . 
Let “ - ” denote the functor from the category of modules over A to itself defined by 
R = Hom,(M, A) 
where A acts on M by 
(au)(m) = +)x(a). 
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(mq is the homomorphisms which raise dimension by q.) If M is a free module with basis 
{ml}, we call {hi) c R a dual basis of R if 
Zi(rnj) = bij. 
Note dim fit = -dim mi . 
The following is trivial to check: 
LEMMA 2.6. If M is free with basis {mi}, R is free with basis { fii}. If M, and M, are free 
with bases {mi} and {nj} andf: M, -+ M, is given by 
fCmi) = C aijnj 
then 
f(Ej) = 1 x(aij)iEi. 
Let A4 be the subspace of A generated by J., where l(I) = q. Note 6 : A @ A4 + A @I AQ+’ 
and A @J,, is a subcomplex with respect to this grading. Let 
C, = C,(k) = (A @ hq/A @ Jlrq). 
We may view C, as contained in (A @A’). Let {I,} be the dual basis of {II 1 I admissible}. 
Note 6: C,+ C,_,. 
THEOREM 2.7. C, is a free A module with basis {A, 1 I = (il . . . , il), i, 2 k and I admissible}. 
F~, = C X,(~i L,)X(Sq’+ ‘)X, 
where the sum is over J such that 1, is a basis element of C,-,. Furthermore, 
a 
-+C,--,C,_,+~~+C,~M(k) 
where E(i) = 1, is exact. 
Proof Except for exactness, (2.7) is immediate. 
Exactness at C,: 
5ii = x(sqi+ ‘)i 
and {X,[ i 2 k} is a basis for C,. 
Exactness at C,, q > 0: Since 66 = 0, 88 = 0. If u = 2 b,&,, let Z(U) = Ijo where 
rj 2 I~, . Suppose u E ker 8. Note by the above formula for 62, and (2.4), if I = (i, J) 
61, = x(Sq’+ ‘)A, + c b,, 2,. 
.l’>J 
Z(u) = (i, J) where I(J) 2 0 and 
U = 1 UjX(j,J) + C Cr*X,* 
jti 
where 1’ = (i’, J’), J’ > J. Hence 
0 = 6~ = 1 ajX(S$+')J, +,,T,~J*I.J*. 
iri 
Note if SqL is admissible in the usual sense, Sq(‘* L, is admissible or Sq”* ‘) = c SqL’ where 
the first entry of L, is larger than i. Express each aj as a sum of x(Sq’) where L is admissible. 
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Suppose Ui = 1 X(SqL’)X(Sqi+‘) = X(Sq (i+l* ‘,)). All of the (I’ + 1, L,) cannot be admissible. 
Say (i + 1, f.,) is not. L, = (j + 1, K) where 2i i j. 
6(&j, i. I)> = X(sqj+‘)i(i. ,) 
+J>;,)CJiJ. 
Adding F(X(SqK)I,j, i, ,J to I( replaces x(SqLo)xci. ,) by terms involving Jr, T > (i, J). 
Continuing in this way, we express u = 6 W + terms in 1, with Tarbitrarily high. But dim Jr 
increases with T. (dim Ii = -dim ,Ii = i). Hence u = 3 W. 
If M is a module over A, let T,(M) be the quotient of ,Cf by the submodule generated by 
{Sq’m 1 i > dim m + I}. Note if f :M -+ N is a module map of degree q, it induces a map 
r,(f): ?;(W+ T,-,(W. 
LEMMA 2.8. 
T,(a) : T,(A 0 (A/Jd) + T- ,(A @ (A!Jd) 
iszeroifl=<2k+ 1 andifI=2k-+-2 
T,(6)1, = 0 or 
T,(6)& = sq’+‘1., I.1 
wherej+ 1 =I-- 1 +dimlj,I,. 
Proof. We first prove by induction on I(I) that 
Jr I.1 c J, 
where s = [(2f - dim 4)/z]. Suppose I(1) = 1. Suppose j < 1. If 2j 2 i 
l-j,‘.i E Ji c J[(i+*l)/Z]. 
If% < L AjLi E J~(i+x),21 b Y ( 2.1). Suppose I = (i, J), I(J) > 0 and our formula is true for J. 
JI lI = (J1 Ai)AJ 
c J[i+Z1/2] AJ 
c J, 
We now prove (2.8) 
61, = 1 Sq’+‘E.jl.r. 
AjE J,+l. Hence ,Ij ,I1 E J, where r = [(2(j + 1) 
sum ranges over j such that r 2 k + 1, i.e. 
j+122k+l 
the desired result now follows. 
- dim Z)/Z]. Hence in A @ (A/JL). the above 
+ dim E., i., 
$3. PRELIMINARIES ABOUT SPECTRA 
Unless otherwise specified all spectra will be R-spectra. If B and C are spectra, [B, C], 
will denote homotopy classes of maps from B to C of degree q (u : B, -+ C,,,). Note 
A, = [H, HIP and Hq(B) = [B, If],. If u E [B, Cl,, 
C:E/+B 
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will denote the fibration over B induced by ZJ from the contractible fibration over C. We 
choose p to have degree 0 and hence i has degree q - 1. Let 
8 : [H, B] + Hom,(H*(B), A) = H*(B) 
be defined by e(j)(u) = u OJ Note that A acts on the right of [H, B] by composition and in 
$2 we defined a left action of A on H*(B). The following is immediate. 
LEMMA 3.1. If a E A, O(uu) = x(a)O(u). I” B IS an Eilenberg MacLane spectrum with 
n,(B) a graded oector space ocer Z, , 8 is an isomorphism. 
Let L, = L,(k) be an Eilenberg MacLane spectrum such that n,(L,) is a graded vector 
space over Z, and 
H*(L,) z A 0 (A/JJ.)q. 
Note [H, LPI* = Hom,(H*(L,), A) = C,. Let d, : L, + L,_, be a map of degree 1 such that 
dp* = 6 : H*(L,,_I) + H*(L,). Note L,, = H. For any CW complex X, let 
$(x, n) : [H, L,], + Hom(H”-q(X), H”(X)) 
as follows: If u : H + L, = H has degree q and u : X -+ H,_, , I(/(X, n)(u)(u) = u 0 u. 
THEOREM 3.2. 
- [H, &I Lff-+ [H, &,I - . . - - [H, L,] 
is exact and u E [H, L,] is in the image of d,, if and only if Ii/(X, 2k + 1)u = 0 for all X. 
Proof. Exactness follows from (2.7). Since L, = H and A = [H, Lo], it is sufFicient to 
consider u of the 
$(X, 2k + 1)~ = 0 
i, > k. Consider 
form Sq’. Note if I = (iI, i,, . . . , i,), excess Sq’ + dim Sq’ = 2i,. 








0 is an isomorphism by (3.1). C, is a free A module on one generator 1. One easily checks 
that e(a) = x(a)T. Hence $(X, 2k + 1)~ = 0 for all X if and only if 0(u) = x(Sq’)x(Sq’)i = 0, 
where i > k, if and only if e(u) is in the image of 6 (81, = X(Sq’+‘)i), if and only if u is in the 
image of d,, . 
$4. COHOMOLOGY OPERATIONS ON LOOP SPACES 
Let x be a cyclic group of order 2 with generator t. For any space X with base point 
e let 
Q”(X) = S” x X x X/n 
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where t(s, x, y) = (-s, y, x), s E S”, x, YE X. Let z : S" x X4 Q"(X) be given by 
a(s, x) = ((5, e, x)}. Recall in [2] an H, space is defined to be a triple (x, e, 4) where 
4 :Q"(X)-X 
and &a(s, x)) = x. In [2] Browder gives a canonical way of defining an H, structure on X 
if X = WY. Furthermore, given an H, space (X, e, 4) he defines operations Qi : H,(X) + 
H,+i(X). Applying Hom( , 2,) we obtain operations Qi : H'(X) -+ Hqmi(X). It follows 
from [2] that these operations satisfy: 
(4.1) Qi(u) = 0 if dim u > 2i. 
(4.2) Qi(u)(c) = u(c2) if dim u = 2i, c E H,(X) and c2 is the Pontrjagin square. 
(4.3) If cr : Hq(X) -+ Hq- '(fix) is the suspension map and RX has the H,+l structure 
obtained from the H, structure on X and the loop structure of RX (see [2]), Qi cr = aQi. 
(4.4) If X and Y have H, structures 4 and 1(1, f : X + Y and t,bQ"(f) andf4 are homo- 
topic, f *Qi = Qif*. 
Suppose Y is an R-spectrum. Y, = nmYm has compatible H, structures 4.q for all n 
and hence Qi : H*( Y,) + H*( Y,) is defined for all i. Suppose Z is a spectrum, tJnP are its H, 
structures and f: Y, -+ Z, is a map such that $,,PQ"(f) and f$nq are homotopic for all n. We 
call such a map an H, map. If f comes from an element of [Y, Z] it is an H, map. 
Suppose Y, B and Fare spectra and u : B + F has degree 1. Consider the fibration 
F~EE,%3B. 
LEMMA 4.5. Iff: Y,-(E,), is an H, map, u :B,_, --) F, is zero and pf = 0, then there 
is an H, map h : Y, + F, such that ih = f. 
Proof. Since u : B,_, + F, is zero, 0 + [X, Fq] + [X, E,] + [X, Bq] is exact for any 
space X. Hence there is an h : Y, --$ Fq such that ih = f. Consider 
I lh 
QVq> - F 4 
I Ii 
Q”(E,, - E 4 
with the obvious maps. The bottom square and the outer square commute since ih and i 
are H, maps. Hence the top square commutes by the exact sequence above. 
Let E=E, whereg=Sq”+’ : H -+ H and let u : E + H be the projection. There is a 
v : En --) H,, such that I( x v : En + H, x H,, is a homotopy equivalence. 
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LEMMA 4.6. 
QiC = u i=n 
= 0 i < n. 
Proof. If i < n dim L’ = 2n > 2i and hence by (4.1) Qi c = 0. It is well known that if 
c E H,(E,) is the generator cz = 1 @y where JJ E H,,(H2J is the generator. Hence by (4.2) 
Q. c(c) = c(c’) = 1. 
Let L,_ r A G, 5 L, be the fibration where G, = Ed,, d, : L, + L,_ I as in $3. 
The following is the main point of this section: 
LEMMA 4.7. If Y is an Eilenberg MacLane spectrum with n,(Y) a graded vector space 
ocer Z, andf: Y, -t G,, Zf+l is an H, map, pf = 0. 
Proof. Let K, and K, be Eilenberg MacLane spectra with rr*(Ki) a graded vector space 
over Z, and such that H*(Ki) has an A-basis Ui as follows: Let V = {z, 1 i., is admissible, 
I(I) = q - I and i.,.i., # 0 in H*(L,)}. Let U, = {jzI E V/I 2i = 2k + dim A,} and Ii, = V- U,. 
Let hi : Lq+[ -+ Ki be maps such that h,“(z,) = E.ii,. By (2.8). d, : L,, 2k -+ L,_,, zk+-L is 
zero and in H*(L q,llr+,)r d,*/II = 0 or d,*%, = hl*(li%,)*. 
Suppose f: Y, -+ G,. 2t+L is an H, map. (h,pf)*(~i~.,)* = (d,pf)*(l,) = 0, since 
d, p = 0. H*( Y,,) is a polynomial algebra. Hence h,pf = 0. We may take h, to be a fibre map. 
Let L, be the fibre of h, and G, the fibre of h,p. cq is a fibration over L, induced by 
d,j: Ls-+L4_lr where j: L, -+L, is the inclusion map. dqj: Eq,2k +Lq_1,2k+l is zero 
and h,pf = 0. Hence we may apply (4.5) and obtain an H, mapf: Y, + G,, 2k+, such that 
if=f where i: c,+G, is the inclusion map. If 2i = 2k f dim i., , j*(j.,A,) = 0. Hence 
L, q 2k+l +  Lq--1.2k+2 is zero and therefore G,, 7k+r and E,,,,,, x Lq-r,2k+t have the same 
homotopy type. Let 1, E H*(G 4, 2k+,) be classes corresponding to i, E H*(L,_,, 2k+1). We 
will show that 
Qi 1, = (jp)*(J.i i.0 (4.7) 
where fj : G, + L, is the projection. We first show that this yields (4.6). Suppose L, is admis- 
sible and I(I) = q. Let I = (i, J). 




Since Y is an Eilenberg MacLane spectrum, Qi : H*( Y,) + H*(Yp) is zero for all i (see 
[2]). Hence (pf)*(L,) = 0 for all I, E H*(L,. 2k+1) and therefore pf = 0. 
We now prove (4.7). Let d : K2 -+Lp-l be a map such that 
d*(l.,) = 1 Sqi+‘i>l (4.8) 
where the sum is over li A1 E U, . dh, j = d, j. Let E = Ed and let s : E -+ K, be the projection. 
h, j is covered by a fibre map t : G, -+ E. d: K,, 2k+l -)Lq_1,2k+2 is zero and hence Ezk+r 
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and K 2.2k+l x L,,2k+l have the same homotopy type. Let 2, E H*(Ezk+ I) be the generators 
corresponding to >.r E H*(L,_I. ?t+ ,). It is sufficient to show that 
Qi 1, = s*(Z,, (4.9) 
K, and L,_, are products of Eilenberg MacLane spectra Z of the form Z, = Hn+q. Observe 
that if B, C and D are spectra and f = (f,, fr) : B + C x D, we have a fibre map 





where A is the diagonal map. Also if g, : B -+ D, g2 : C + D and g = kl(g, x g2) where 
p : D x D -+ D is loop multiplication, there is a fibre map 
E,, x EgL - E 
BXC 
FIG. 1 
Combining these observations with (4.8) and (4.6) yields (4.9). 
$5. A SEQUENCE OF SPECTRA 
Let L, and d, be as defined in $3. 
THEOREM 5.1. There is a sequence of spectra E, , q = 0, 1, 2, . . . and maps e4 : L, --t E,_, 
of degree 1 satisfying: 
(i) E,, = L,, e, = d,. 
(ii) E 
iq 
q-1 - E 4 AL, is afibration induced by e4 (degree pp = degree i, = 0). 
(iii) 
e4 
L,-E- 4 1 a L,_, is d, (p,, = identity). 
(iv) e4 : L,, 2k + E,_,, 2k+l is Zero. 
(v) Let j, : E, + E, be the compositions of the i, : E,_, + E, 
[If, E,,] A [H, EJ 2 [H, LJ 
is exact for q > 0. 
(vi) Suppose K is an Eilenberg MacLone spectrum with n,(K) a graded group ocer Z, 
~~PPo~e6?:~p+Eq,2k+l is an H, map. Then there is a map S : K -+ E,, such that jq S = g 
on K,. 
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Proof. We use induction on g. For q = 1, E, and d, are defined by(i) and (ii). (iii) follows 
from (i), (iv) follows from (2.8) and (v) is immediate. By (1.6) K, + E,, 2k+I -+ L,, 2k+1 is
zero. Hence by (4.5) there is an H, map g : K, + E,. 2t+ 1. But this is an H-space map be- 
tween products of Eilenberg IMacLane spaces of type (Z z, i). Any such map is stable and 
hence comes from a map g : K + E,, . 
Suppose E, and eP have been defined and satisfy (i)-(vi) for p 5 q. We first define 
e4+,. We show e,d,+, = 0. To do this it is sufficient to show that e,d,+,tc = 0 for all 
u: H-+L,+,. We have pq-leqdq+l = d,d,+, = 0. Hence by (v) there is a u : H -+ E, such 
thatj,_,b = e,d,+,u. Consider: 
HP(X) (I E;!:'(X) 
Frc.2 
where a = (e, d,, I u), . By (ii) and (iv) j,_,, is a monomorphism and a = 0. Hence c* is 
zero. Hence by (3.2) there is a w : H --) L, such that e, w = L’. But j,_rer = 0 and therefore 
e,d,+,u = 0. 
Since e,d,,+, =O, there is a mapf:L,,,+E, such that p4f=dqfl. f:L4+1,2k-+ 
E q.2k+l is an H, map. Therefore by (vi) there is a g : L,+l + E, such that j,g = f on 
L q+l. 2k. Let d,,, = f -j,g. d,,, then satisfies (iii) and (iv). 
Let E,+r be defined by (ii). We verify (v). E, + E, + E,+l + L,, 1 is zero by (ii). Also 
by (ii), 
~~,~q+~l-‘~~,Eql-‘~~,Eq+~l~~~~~q+~l 
is exact. Suppose u E [H, E,,,] and p4+1 u = 0. There is a u E [H, E,] such that i,+,u = u 
E, + L, + E,_, -S L,_, is zero. Hence d,p,v = 0. Therefore by (3.2) there is w E [H, Lq+ 1] 
such that p4e,+,w = d4+1w = p,u. Then i,+,(o - e,+rw) = u and pJu - e,+lw> = 0. 
Hence by (v) for q there is an x : H ---f E,, such that j, x = v - ep+ k w. Thus jq+rx = u. 
Finally we verify (vi). Suppose g : K, + Eg+,, zk+l is an H, map. Recall G,+r -, L,,, 
is the fibration induced by d,,,. p4+1 : E,+l --+ L,+, factors through G,+r. By (4.7) 
Kp~Eq+~.~k+,~Gq+~,~k+~-*Lq+,.~k+~ 
is zero. By (iv) for q + 1 and (4.5) g lifts to an H, map g’ : K, + E,, *k+l. (vi> for q + 1 
now follows from (vi) for q and the proof of (5.1) is complete. 
(5.1 (iii) and (v)) and a simple exact sequence argument yield: 
THEOREM 5.2. 
[H, L,] dl. [H, E,] A [H, EJ A [H, LJ 
is exact. 
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$6. A FUNCTOR ON SPECTRAt 
Let Y be the category of R spectra Ysuch that rci(Y) is finite for all i and homotopy 
classes of maps as morphisms. If X is a C Wcomplex {X,} will denote its finite subcomplexes 
and i, : X, -+ X the inclusion maps. 
THEOREM 6.1. If h E Y 
5 h, : 2 h&X,) z h,(X) 
lim h4(iz) : hq(X) x lim h4(X,). 
+ C 
Proof. The first assertion is immediate from the definition of h,(X) ([4]). 
h4(X,) is a finite group and hence compact. lim is exact on compact groups and preserves 
products. Hence kq(X) = lim h4(X,) defines aTadditive cohomology theory on all CW 
complexes. T = lim h*(i,)‘defines a natural transformation from h* to k* which is an 
isomorphism x =T. Hence by [3], T is an equivalence. 
We make hq(X) into a compact group by giving it the compact topology coming from 
P(X) above. 
If G is an abelian group we denote its character group by G’. ” t ” preserves exact 
sequences and takes direct limits into inverse limits. If h E 9, let (h’)¶ be the functor from 
C W complexes to compact groups defined by 
(h’)“(X) = h,(X)’ = 2 h&X,)(. 
(h’)4 defines an additive cohomoiogy theory. For each h E Y choose a spectrum X(h) E Y 
and a natural equivalence Th, 
T/, : X(h)4(X) z (h’)4(X) = (h,(X))’ 
X(h) exist by [3]. We choose X(N) = H. If h, k E Y and u E [h, k],, there is a unique x(u) E 
L&V, X(h)& such that 





x(h)‘(X) 71. h,(X)’ 
commutes. 
THEOREM 6.2. x has the following properties: 
(i) x is a contravariant finctor from Sp to itself. 
(ii) For each h E Y there is a natural equivalence S, : x(h),’ -+ hq and S, is natural in h. 
(iii) There is a natural equivalence between xx and the identity finctor of Y to itselJ 
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(iv) 
(v) 1 : [H, H] -+ [H, H ] is the canonical antiautomorphism of A = [H, H]. 
Proof. (i) is immediate. To define 
S,, : ,y(h)q(X)’ -+ hq(X) 
it is sufficient to define it for X a finite C W complex. Let X* be an m S-dual of X. By 
Alexander duality [4], 
x(h),(X)’ 2 x(~)“-~(X*) = h,_,(X*) z hq(X). (6.3) 
In [4] techniques are described by which one may show that this isomorphism is 
independent of the choice of X* and is natural in X. In [4] it is shown that natural trans- 
formations of homology and cohomology coming from a map of one spectrum to another 
commutes with Alexander duality. Let S,, be defined by (6.3). It is then clearly natural in h. 
Sh TxC,,) defines a natural equivalence between x~(h)~ and hq which can be represented 
by an equivalence R(h) E [xx(h), h], and R(h) is natural in h. R defines a natural equivalence 
between xx and the identity functor. 
(iv) follows from (iii). 
Finally we prove (v). Suppose a E A = [H, HIi. If X* is an m S-dual of X, 
Hm-q(X*)’ H,(X)’ z Hq(X) 
_’ 
lat lRC lu 
H”-q+‘(x*)’ z Hq_i(X)f =: Hq+‘(X) 
commutes, where u is obtained from a by our functor x on Y. It is well known that under 
these circumstances u is the canonical antiautomorphism on a (“ t ” in this case is the same 
as Hom( , Z,).) 
57. CONSTRUCTION OF B(k). 
Proof of Theorem 1.1. If k = 0, (1.1) is true with B(0) = the sphere spectrum. Hereafter 
we assume k > 0. Consider 
dl. 
]H,&l - [H, E,] -.j,._ [H, Eq] A [H, Lql 
c, - CO ME,), HI Cq. 
H*(x(Eq)) 
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The top row is an exact sequence of right A modules by (5.2). O(M) = x(a)e(u), u E A and 
similarly for x. coker 6 = M(k) by (2.7). Hence there is an exact sequence of A modules 
0 --) M(k) + H*(#,)) --* c,. (7.1) 
Recall C, is generated by /Tr where I = (iI, i, , . . . , i4) 2 k > 0 and 1, is admissible. Since 
2ij 2 ijcl, ij > 0. Hence dim II = i, + i, + ... i, > q. Thus C,’ = 0 for i < q. Choose a 
finite CW complex X and a map f: X -+ ;((I?,,),, such that F(X) = 0 for q > 5k and 
g* : W(X) = H’(#,,),,) for q 5 5k. 
Let B(k) be defined by 
B(k), = point, I < 3k 
= S’-3kX, 12 3k 
BY (7.1), H*(B(k)) z M(k) as A modules. 
Finally we show that 
W),(X) -+ H,(X) 
is an epimorphism for any C W complex X and q < 2k + 2. It is sufficient to assume 
dim X = 4 + 1. Also we may assume 4 = 2k + I since this map commutes with the suspen- 
sion isomorphism, 
B(k),,+ I cx> = X(E3k)Zk+l(X). 
By (5. I), (ii) and (iv), 
Hzk+‘(X) = Eozk+‘(X) -+ Eqzk+‘(X) 
is a monomorphism. Hence 
X(E&,,+l(X) -+ (Eq)2k+‘(X)‘+ HZk+l(X)t = H,k+l(X) 
is an epimorphism and the proof of (1.1) is complete. 
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